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Derrida, the Jews and the battle for Europe
by Manu Rodríguez

(translated from Spanish)

Derrida is, without doubt,
the greatest Jewish thinker
of late. I speak of what
constitutes the whole
Jewish “intelligentsia” of
the past century. The
“letters,” the “humanities”:
Kafka, Freud, Lukacs,
Benjamin, Arendt, Adorno,
Marcuse, Levinas (the list
is not exhaustive, of
course). Derrida learned
from all of them the best
way of dealing with the

Gentiles—learned from the mistakes of the Frankfurt School, for
example. You had to use a different tone.

In view of the results of the present state of things, we can say with
confidence that much of the scholarly work of the contemporary
Jewish “intelligentsia” has been, and is, the destruction
(“deconstruction,” if you prefer) of our culture. From all angles.
They have introduced displeasure, mistrust, suspicion, discomfort
throughout our culture in our painting, our music, our literature,
our philosophy, our law, our traditions, all of our history since
Marx… They poison the sources of our knowledge as harpies
defile, desecrate, bumble, dirty, pollute our spiritual food.

It’s an old war that we do not want to register in our minds. A cold
war. For more than two thousand years the Jews have declared
war on the goyim, the gentile Europeans. Their first major victory
was the Christianization of Europe, which was also our first step of
Judaization (that massive process of forced and violent
acculturation and enculturation of European populations 1700
years ago, which is extended, albeit more weakly, to this day). In
the last two hundred years it seemed outclassed, left behind. But
with Marx a new phase in this long war opened, which reached
Derrida. Derrida is one of the last heirs of that pathway, a pathway
opened by Marx: the destruction of the old institutions—the
family, the nation, the religion, the symbolic parameters of a
people, the frame, the skeleton: all of what had us standing.

The current preaching is the same of the past. The same
destruction of our institutions and concepts. The same criticism of
the nation, the homeland, the feeling of belonging to a land and a
people, to our home, to our being ancestral and indigenous. And
the same rising to the stars and the “selling” of all things Jewish.
Jewish writing, Jewish culture… Theirs—Jewish identity—is
untouchable. The Jew simply cannot be “deconstructed,”
dismantled, censured, denied. The Jew is always affectionately
embraced, and seductively presented as desirable, even as
tempting. They tempt us, seduce us, divert us from our path. With
one hand he destroys our identity and with the other he offers his.
Illusionists, magicians, masters of distraction that swindle what is
ours and attach to us what is foreign.

All this I say is shown to us in the media. It is the triumph of the
rhetoric of advertising, of propaganda (Bernays). These are the
times. Certain words, certain brands, certain slogans. Short
messages, provocative, shocking, striking, bold, simple, catchy,
leave a “footprint.” And also the gift, justice, forgiveness,
friendship, hospitality. It is a “business” with “cause.”

A new Messianism comes
now from the hand of
Benjamin, Levinas, and
Derrida (among many
others, they are legion—and
the converts) beyond the tart
procedure of the Frankfurt
School (those Maccabees).
More subtle now, more Pauline, more cryptic, more cunning,
more Marrano.

Internationalism is preached to us; the lack of patriotism. It is a
universal, political, transnational, cosmopolitan creed; it is a
perspective of the stateless, the rootless. It promotes this
narrative, this point of view, this being.

The humpback wants to make humpbacks of all of us. The
stateless wants us all stateless. The wandering, the nomads. Not
only landless, without culture as well. A thing is not without the
other. One thing leads to another. We cannot be deprived of land
without first being deprived of culture, of “sky”, of word, of light.
First he rails against the super-symbolic structures, against that
being symbolic in ours, against the traditions about ourselves,
against the basis and foundations of our symbolic being, against
our ancient identity, against our collective ancestral memory— we
are nothing, indeed.

The Industrial Revolution will end the old ways Marx said; with
the Ancient Regime, with the old institutions (European,
Western). Why is that hope, that desire, and why the rush? The
“world” in which we lived was declared old, sick, mad, guilty, bad,
worthy of perishing. We are condemned to death.

We are declared sick (critical, destructive discourse) and they heal
us (universalism, cosmopolitanism) alike. They bring both the
disease and the remedy (in the manner of the old Jewish
Messianism with its “original sin” and its restoring baptism).

But these “cures” or “remedies” are equally destructive. We are
pushed toward the abyss (death and oblivion), we are blemished,
denied, we are not left any outlet other than the “Other.”

We are being eliminated while we are offered the “diversity,” the
Other, hospitality, cosmopolitanism, internationalism, the most
suicidal altruism—indeed, the cure they say. We choose the Other,
we place his interest before our own interests—the denial of
oneself in short (“deny thyself”). And this evil, evil idea we like to
accept as the highest and sublime “ideal.” Oh Miserable! It is the
poisoned apple. The spreading among us of such universal
principles seeks our destruction; that we voluntarily ignore
ourselves, that we leave behind ours. Besides, our morality is
reprehensible, punishable, it is the “bad” to remove.

Thus part of the cure is to destroy the attachment to the land, to
the blood, to what is ours, all that should be up-rooted from the
European goyim. Drive them away from their land, their people,
away from our ends, away from ourselves. That was, and is, the
way of salvation that we preach, and continues to be the cure. Now
as then.

These are renewed attacks, and brutal, of the
last two hundred years. From Marx to Derrida.
New weapons, new missiles, new “reasoning,”
new sophistry. Against everything that can
strengthen and affirm. This is the whole
strategy, and this is the role of the European
Jewish “intelligentsia” to the Gentiles, that is

what they have to do. They know that only by deconstructing us
will they entirely succeed someday. And they spend their energy
and greed toward that end. They dream but with the humiliation
of the white European peoples. They want to see us defeated,
vanquished, isolated, needy, few, solos. Oh, old Shylock!

They were not the first in this “path of destruction,” they were
preceded by the enlightened after the Renaissance. The writings of
the Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
provided political, legal, economic, philosophical arguments of
“progress.” But it is not the same fight to combat ideologically the
Ancient Regime than trying to destroy the entire European
culture.

Nietzsche also, unfortunately, provided plenty of material. And
Heidegger. However, the same criticism that a European makes of
his culture sounds different when performed by a Jew. Keep in
mind who is the subject of an enunciation: who speaks here, who
says that. While in a Jew’s mouth these reviews sound like the
speech of an enemy, in a European mouth those words sound like
those of a father or a mother, or a son, or a brother. Rebukes,
corrects, encourages… The European seeks the good of his health;
wants to make it better, stronger, more confident; wants to
establish it on new foundations and purest symbolism. Nietzsche’s
intention is that the European be exceeded, that he leaves behind
all the ideological and spiritual, Platonic and Judeo-messianic
period. A symbolic change, a change of “heaven,” a complete
regeneration, a new dawn, a return perhaps. Marx (Jewish
strategy) seeks the destruction of our worlds; Nietzsche seeks
correction, transformation, renewal.

In any case, what is allowed to Nietzsche (one of us), is not to any
stranger, whether Jewish, Christian, Muslim, or Chinese. Let them
stick to their “stuff.”

Why do we allow these strangers interfere in our affairs? Our
family affairs. They are ancient, archaic, reach our ancestors, our
true first Parents, those Indo-Europeans: Hittite, Vedic Aryans,
Greeks, Romans, Germans, Celts, Slavs, Balts… The relations
between different peoples in Europe, our holy land, are sometimes
difficult—between Germans and Celts for example (in Ireland and
the British Isles), or between southern Roman and Germanics,
Slavic and Germanics or between them and the Balts. Our
millennial affairs. No outsider is invited to this reunion, it is only
for our ancestral peoples. No outsider has here any word, any ear,
voice or vote.

These authors I am referring to are Jewish before being French,
German, Spanish, or Russian, and only their “nation” moves them
—not Europe or its people or their nations. Like Christians or
Muslims, they are foreigners in any country or region. They can
only speak from the position of the stateless. They have no nation
but the Jewish community, or Muslim (the umma). These are
their unique perspectives. They have nothing, then, to say. They
cannot speak but from outside, from their own language /
experience / perspective. Moreover, we can always say, “Take care
of your business”, of your “nation and leave us in peace.” “Put your
whole exegesis on your ‘Peters’ and ‘Pauls,’ and leave alone
Homer, Aristotle and Plato.” This is what Julian told the
“Galileans.” Something similar we can tell these new apostles of
our newly restored paganism: “Devote yourselves to censor and
destroy your own traditions and customs, and leave alone our
philosophers and our entire culture.”

Jewish intellectuals among us don’t introduce themselves as Jews
but as Westerners and seek to pass as ordinary citizens in
appearance, indistinguishable from others (it is important, for
their strategy, that we see them as French, German, or American,
not as Jews). Mimicry. No Judaic displays or public fanfare.
Rather: atheists, agnostics, heterodox, or simply “progressive” or
“leftists” (terms that define much of the West). Their work is
aimed at Westerners in general. In any case, these intellectuals, I
say, never stop being Jews.

In their eternal double game—like aliens who are in any land
(except in Israel); their dual nationality, double talk, dual
mentality, dual language, double intention; their diabolism, forked
tongue, their poison, they can not help it. Before being French,
Russians, Germans or Americans, they’re Jews. The Jewish
perspective never leaves them. The country or the Jewish nation is
the transnational Jewish community, as is the case with Muslims
and their umma, and would also happen to Christians and their
community (the “people” of the god of the Jews) if they were
consistent with their “faith.”

We must return to speak of Jewish philosophy, or Jewish thought,
make them out of the current European thinkers (Kant, Hegel,
Nietzsche, Heidegger) as we do with medieval philosophy, where
we distinguish Jewish thought, European (mostly Christian) and
Muslim. There is a contemporary “literature” or “writing” in the
West we might call Jewish or Hebrew—for its content, references,
fundamental concepts, for their “masters.” Topics, quotes, and
Jewish authors (ancient, medieval, modern, and contemporary)
are common in these scriptures.

The current Jewish thinkers navigate with the masthead of the
most notable European thinkers of the past two hundred years
(Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche, and Heidegger mainly) all the while
guided by Jewish thinkers—Marx, Freud, Levinas, Adorno… These
are the thinkers who form their conscience, they say. And the
consciousness of much of today’s Europeans, unfortunately for us.

Wrapped in gentle nibbles, with a bit of Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche
and Heidegger they make us swallow handfuls of Jewish issues,
we are Judaized—again. Something “sweet” on the tip of the spoon
to deceive, something different, something other than what they
would have us swallow, something familiar for us not to distrust.
As with children. Little by little, until they get used. After that they
may withdraw the little sweet, other than Jewish. The art of
Derrida. The floured paw hovering below the door. Jewish
Scripture for Europeans or western Gentiles, for the European
“cousins.” Like the old Judeo-Messianism.

The Jew always makes an appearance with an air of triumph to
gentile “confusion”—as deus ex machina, as Socrates in the
(rigged) Platonic dialogues. Go to the Derrida webpage, see and
check. Texts on Marx, Freud, Benjamin and Levinas; Jewish
characters and Jewish allusions, ancient and modern everywhere
(article, interview, conference). Jewish writing—Jewish authors,
Jewish issues, Jewish concerns, Jewish disquisitions, Jewish
Byzantinism, Kabala, Talmud, Messianism. Self-centeredness in
short. Megalomania: all about the Jews and their small world.

Do not forget they
hold conferences and
meetings of
philosophy, of
thought, strictly
Jewish. Meetings in
which a non-Jew, I
presume, cannot
participate except as
a guest. Many of the
topics and authors
are, however, worldwide (Marxism, phenomenology,
psychoanalysis, the Frankfurt School, Benjamin, Derrida…).
Authors and philosophical topoi governing, today, much of
European and western thought. They are the main current of
thought, we might say. They have taken over. The list of Jewish
authors whose narrative is relevant to our contemporary culture is
excessive.

They do not use exclusively Jewish sources. As said, they are
combined with certain doses of the aforementioned European
authors. But we notice that these uses are rather to flag, to mark,
to marginalize, to set them aside, to distinguish they from them.
They fight ultimately against these texts (these authors): they
strike them, delete them, make them void—seek their annulment,
beat them, disconnect from them we might say, deprive of their
strength, power, utility, functionality and present value; spoil
them, block the outputs, cut the roads…

I think of the work done with Nietzsche—the pruning. The
Nietzsche of Blanchot, Klossowski, Foucault, Deleuze, Lyotardt,
Derrida, Vattimo. The post-modern. Weak thought. Weakened off
thought, exhausted, dying, end. Nihilism in his misery. This
scenario is not noticed in the Jewish front: it has another
perspective. They have made that European thinkers rush, throw
themselves into the abyss. They contemplate self-extinction.
Objective nearly fulfilled.

It is the white Europe, of course, the final destination of these
maneuvers and attacks; it is this Europe what he wants weakened,
canceled, extinguished… deleted, gone, disappeared (as Sumer
and Egypt disappeared). To turn Europe into something spooky, a
dim memory.

Say there is a war between European thought and Jewish thought:
Darwin and Nietzsche on the one hand, and Marx and Freud on
the other (for simplicity). We have sociologies and anthropologies
opposing each other. Opposing worlds. It’s a war of words,
cultural, symbolic, even of the media. It is a struggle for
dominance. Consider if Derrida’s writing is not raised as a fight
against certain traditions and European institutions to influence
the future of these institutions and traditions. The goal is to take
over, to dominate, to possess. Those are “positions” in a fight. It is
a war.

Today it is the entire European thought (from the Greek, from
Homer) the demonized, which is under suspicion, the defeated, we
could say. It’s all ancient European culture which is in question
and is in danger of disappearing.

The future of European thinking (and being) is settled these days,
although many of the “professionals” are not aware of it, do not
realize they are already involved in this fight either one side or the
other. You have to ask, what is the dominant thought? Which
authors dominate or lead? It is an ideological struggle, a struggle
in the heavens. Is the battle for Europe.

The objective is to take the head atop the Citadel (the Acropolis),
the government centers, to drive, to lead. Like some retroviruses
penetrating the nucleus of cells manage to enter the DNA and
from it, replicate using mobile devices. The “replication” of the
narrative from the core. Replicants. Cybernetics and the
machinery or the social body.

The Jews try to dominate the whole field of thought, to definitely
Judaize European philosophical thought, economics, politics,
ethics, psychologies, anthropologies. They have spread in all fields
of knowledge and culture. We go around figures and pathways of
Jewish reflection, created by Jews: this is the intention.

For the achievement of this purpose, it is essential that Europeans
and Westerners do not suspect for a moment that they are reading
Jewish press, Jewish literature and Jewish thought, or watching
Jewish movies (or myths propagated by Jews as the new Zion in
Matrix). There are a number of clearly Jewish “products” that
pass for art and culture for the mass, purportedly Western. We
consume kosher culture prepared especially for Gentiles without
knowing it.

Like when the old Judeo-Messianic Judaism—an
ad hoc Judaism for European gentiles (no
circumcision, no food requirements, and
everything else—the god, the Jewish god, the
Jewish holy book, the Jewish holy land…).

It is the propaganda of literature and art what
we always have with Jews. They propagate

themselves. They take care of themselves. They sell themselves;
they are offered, promoted, one to each other. Is their art, the
Phoenician art, Semitic art.

What they have always tried is how to survive, and always master,
the strange land and even influence the life and work of the
goyim. Among Semites it is always the search, anywhere, the
transformation of the culture of the host to make it more favorable
to their own interests.

Presently they win the battle in the minds and hearts of Europeans
and Westerners. Incomprehensibly, their self-destructive and
harmful slogans are in the air; their deadly conceptual beads.
There are many Conversos or supporters that do not know they
are, or are not taken by such (Marxists, Freudians, Derridans,
universalists internationalists, multiculturalists…), those who
leave their gold and flaunt the blackest chump.

Oh, simple, naive, gullible, trusting Europeans! Young, new, latest,
inexperienced, adolescent race! When will you attain some
maturity?

The recent Jewish cultural or intellectual contribution? It’s a
room, four walls and a built-in insidious roof, slowly and
laboriously from Marx to Derrida, the “intellectual” legacy or
Jewish gift for future generations of poisoned Europe: a
receptacle, a cell, a hideout. The new canonical texts and authors,
the new “Parents” of the new European community or ecclesia—
architects of this new Zion, the new Matrix. Is this our fate, the
fate of our heirs? Once again enclosed within four walls? To live in
the shade, under the roof of this minimum precinct—denying us
space and horizon and preventing us from seeing our skies? Will
this blackened and dirty roof be our single “heaven”? Nausea.
Repugnance. The “universe,” the “world” of Marx, Kafka, Freud,
Lukacs, Trotsky, Benjamin, Arendt, Adorno, Levinas, Derrida…
The shadowy Jewish world; its unbreathable atmosphere, impure.

Just as the Judeo-Messianic “new testament,” the whole Jewish
world came over us (from which we have not left), and with the
discourse of Marx, Freud, Levinas, Benjamin, and Derrida we are
returned back to that world. The one leads to the other. We are
stopped, paralyzed, retained in their maze for centuries. We did
not leave their tight and tedious world.

Jewish “intelligentsia” attempts to shape and direct our lives for
millennia. The brand new testament; the new apostles of the
Gentiles. A new Jewish Messianic millennium, a new supreme
winter. This is the threat.

The “Holocaust” is now their Golgotha, their sign, their cross,
their pale banner.

The sky is brick-worked, certainly. Our skies are paved with brick
through the Jewish skies and Judeo-Messianic Jews. Now we have
a new brickwork, and both the old and new are preserved. A
double brickwork and double key. In both cases the keys are held
by Jews.

These “heavens” are the ways of salvation made by European Jews
to the Gentiles. Both destroy us, destroy our being. Both the old
Judeo-Messianism as the new—the brand new testament.

Clairvoyance and courage I wish to my own to get out of this mess,
to de-brickworking these skies outside, to shoot down these walls,
to restore the light of our skies, our breathing of pure air. To win
in the end.

We must be stronger than the disease, more vigorous than the evil
that invades us. It is time to frustrate the plans of these charlatans,
these tricksters, these cheaters, these imposters and usurpers.

Until next time,

Manu
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American Dissident Voices

William L. Pierce
American Dissident Voices
Ed. Shane Webster
Melbourne, Australia: Politically Incorrect Press, 2011

This is a 1,666 page PDF file containing 290
transcribed American Dissident Voices (ADV) radio broadcasts—
essentially spoken essays—by William L. Pierce (1933–2002),
beginning with his seminal speech “Our Cause,” recorded in 1976,
and ending with “Mossad and the Jewish Problem” (June 29,
2002). Its virtue is that it conveniently collects 290 essays into a
single file. Previously, it was only possible to access these works
piecemeal.

____________________

Read the entire, 1,700-word article by Andrew Hamilton: here.
Unfortunately, Hamilton fails to say if the PDF is also available in book
form, the whole point of using a book cover like the above, right?
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Goodrich interview
Listen to it here, at Counter-Currents Radio.

Matt Parrott’s intervention later in the interview picked my
attention. He said that American “propaganda against the
Germans metastasized into our collective national religion” of
Holocaustianity.

I’d go a little farther: throughout the West, World War 2
propaganda metastasized into the cultural climate that has been
killing us.

That’s why the 2010 book Hellstorm, the subject of the Counter-
Currents interview of its author, Tom Goodrich, is the #1 book of
my list of must reads. I am increasingly convinced that, if we don’t
break the official narrative of World War 2, including the
collective religion of Holocaustianity in the sense that Jewish
suffering was “unique,” overwhelmed with guilt the white race will
go extinct.

Parrott also told Tom Goodrich that “rather than trying to
deconstruct” the historicity of the harsh treatment of Jews by the
Germans during that war, the best way to challenge
Holocaustianity “is to show what you are showing here in
Hellstorm—that no: we were not the supreme moral actors; we
were also mass rapists,” including the Jews who tortured the
German POWs.

More than rapists I would say! It’s
worse to perpetrate atrocities after
1945, as done by the Allied forces,
than those attributed to the
Germans during the heat of war.

To wrap your head on this you really
got to obtain a copy and read it
together with what Tomislav
Sunić says about Judaized, self-
righteous Americans of Calvinist
extraction.

I do believe that Hellstorm, a true
Holocaust committed on the

German people (no hyperbole—just read the book), is the most
powerful weapon to undermine the current Zeitgeist. It is a pity
that, because I must prepare for the crash of the dollar, I have
been unable to film those high-quality films for YouTube I
promised elsewhere exposing the Crime of the Century in
audiovisual form.
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Politically-correct English
Languages never stay still. In one key dialect of modern English,
meaning can be conveyed by the absence of adjectives. It happens
with the nouns “man” and “men”, though you’ll also see it with
nouns like “youth/s”, “teen/s”, and so on. Mentions of “men” are
often men-shuns, because the media avoid describing the “men”
any further. But that very absence of description conveys a clear
meaning. I can remember seeing a good example of this semantic
rule – meaning-by-adjectival-absence – in 2005, when a
policewoman was shot dead by criminals in the vibrant
multicultural city of Bradford, in northern England. It was a
highly unusual crime by English standards and the police, as you
would expect, quickly issued a description of the suspects. They
were on the look-out, news broadcasts informed the nation, for
“up to three men”.

So the shocked citizens of Bradford knew that the suspects were
“men” and that there were possibly three of them. Beside that,
they knew nothing. The police did not think it would be “helpful”
to add further adjectives to the generic noun “men”.

 

(Read it all!)
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A Christian that I do respect
Today, William Finck’s long interview of two
guests opened the world of Christian Identity to
me. Pay special attention to Severus Niflson’s six
points of what defines a white nationalist,
especially the sixth: patriarchy, something that
many so-called nationalists may disagree with.

I also liked Finck’s adding a seventh requisite to
Niflson’s list—morality—; his citing of Tacitus’ book on
Germanics, and his words “I don’t believe that you can be a white
nationalist and a homosexual.”

Who is a real white nationalist if we take—as I do—these seven
requisites?
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Quotable quote
“Not a single politician will ever admit that America is a theocratic
system with a peculiar political theology.”

—Tom Sunic, Homo Americanus, chapter 1
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The Aryan problem
Dear César:

Not all Spaniards think like that. The causes of our decline in the
past after the Christianization, and in the present, are due to
ourselves. I refer to excerpts published in one of my posts last
year:

__________________

 
Already in pre-Socratic times we can see this
disregard for a fundamental part of our
culture: in the whimsical and superfluous
theogonies and cosmogonies of Epicharmus
and Pherecydes, which rivaled the traditions
collected and transmitted by Homer and
Hesiod and confused the people through
pseudo-Orphic and Pythagorean preaching

about individual souls and religious proposals of “personal”
salvation: individualists and universalists. They divided the people
and ended up influencing Plato and some philosophers
(Xenophanes). Finally, in post-Socratic times, coinciding with the
Alexandrian period—culturally chaotic, cosmopolitan—,
philosophical ethics circulated from Cynics, Stoics and
Epicureans, already fully individualistic and universalist
(transnational, stateless doctrines for “all men”) and consistent
with the cultural decay of the time. I think that this was a big
mistake; this contempt by the Hellenic “intelligentsia” as
Nietzsche said. The Greek people lost their right to their
autochthonous gods. This “intelligentsia” should have taken care
of the native and ancestral legacy.

This attitude just ended up weakening the strength and security
that the people had in their own cultural traditions. These
traditions, these “worlds” were part of the ancestral collective
memory of our people that was devastated, made it like a desert,
annihilated by our own philosophers and thinkers. They were in
some way responsible for this great loss, for that debacle, for that
alienation which resulted in the loss of our cultures when
Christianization took over. They neglected their duty, not only the
education of the people, but the care and defense of our traditions
(our worlds) before the Other. Our people lost their cultural
property, or watched it sullied, undervalued, or ridiculed by their
own kind.

The thing did not improve in Roman times when the schools of
Stoics and Epicureans dominated everywhere in the Empire, and
the words of Cato or Cicero could not avoid the dissolution, this
disintegration of the cultural symbolic (colectivas) of Greeks and
Romans.

The entry of Jewish, Chaldean, Egyptian and Persian sects found a
disoriented people; neglected, abandoned, without guidance and
their traditions scorned by the “enlightened” classes. They preyed
upon the preachers of these sects. It was not only Plato or
Christianity. Centuries of neglect and scorn put our people in the
hands of these preachers of foreign divinities.

We can do the same reasoning with the traditions of Germans,
Celts, Slavs and others. They seemed to be infected by the general
attitude that Greeks and Romans had regarding their own
cultures, not valued at all. The values, it seems, were elsewhere: in
the economic and the military power, or in religions of “personal”
salvation coming from the outside, which denoted disintegration
and a previous decomposition of these peoples.

Nothing forced the Goths, Lombards, Burgundians and Franks to
be Christianized but their greed for power and willingness to take
over the remains of the Empire without reflection or discussion of
its “ideological” bases, fully Christianized by the 5th century (the
century of the Germanic expansions). This was not the case of
forced Christianization, centuries later, of the Saxons and Frisians
(by Charlemagne), or the politics from the top (the monarchs) as
done by the Norwegians (Olaf “The Holy”) and the Slavs
(Vladimir, also “The Holy”). The Germans could have been the
liberators of Europe, but they put their arms in the service of a
foreign faith and an ecclesia (priestly community). This attitude
says very clearly how they were indifferent to their own traditions.

It was a betrayal. Our history would have been different if they
had remained faithful to the cultural legacy of their ancestors.

Breaking the sacred bonds wrought what it wrought. And from the
ominous Christianization of our people we have been suffering
this cultural and spiritual alienation that affects us so much; this
drift, this going astray, this wandering…

The post-mortem world of the Indo-European cultures has to do
with the collective memory of the people. It is a “space” that
houses the gods, but also the Fathers, all the ancestors without
distinction. This can be seen in the Hittite or Aryan-Vedic world
(with Yama, Manu’s brother, and the first mortal); in the Celtic
world (remember the original Halloween), or in the Roman world
(the Manes). Keeping memory and even worship of the absent, the
departed, was part of the education and morals of our ancestors,
and was a sign of distinction and nobility against other peoples.
The Patricians were those who had Fathers, who kept memory of
the Fathers, in the sense already said. Let’s say that this memory
was part of the “being” for our Indo-European ancestors.

Forgetfulness or loss of these “spaces” had (and has) bad
consequences. Precisely the Christian or Muslim preachers
noticed such loss or damaged being; this symbolic amputation
among the peoples, and therefore preached (and still preach) their
values. The loss or decline or forgetting of these spaces leaves
people orphaned and incomplete. This was the picture that the
Christian apostles (Jews) found in the area of the Roman Empire:
stranded peoples abandoned to their lot; incomplete, empty. They
found the right spot to spread their worlds. They found people
without “being,” without memory, without identity and already
acculturated—by their own kind. Christian acculturation, or later
Muslim acculturation, allowed these people to complete their
symbolic being—at least spuriously in the outside.

What I’m writing down has a counterpart, a repetition in our
contemporary European and Western world. Both are similar
circumstances that repeat the cultural deterioration and we see a
return to the same religious-cultural “offers”—the everlasting
impostors, the usurpers. Not only Christians and the “people of
god” (the Hebrew god) lacking a homeland (but with Israel as
sacred land), but the “umma”, the stateless Muslim “nation”
(though based in Mecca). And also the politicians and the
intellectuals: from democratic universalism to proletarian
internationalism (Marx’s “workers or proletarians have no
fatherland”) to sociologists such as the cosmopolitan Adorno or
Marcuse, or Derrida who preaches the philosophy of the
philosopher as cosmopolitan and stateless.

It’s the same song again, the same charm, the same lure, the same
trap.

__________________

 
You can find similar reasoning in my blogging of the last year
(there are 68 pages) and the posts published this year. I would like
you to read, at least, those entries.

The subject requires a great deal of debating with the participation
of all Aryan nations: a process of self-gnosis that revisits at least
our last two millennia, although in my opinion we should start
with the cultural deterioration that has its beginning in the pre-
Socratic times and reached its climax in imperial Rome (from
Caesar on).

Well, César, I don’t take more of your time.

Regards,

Manu
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Eschatological entries
1.- Apocalypse for the Germans

2.- Get ready for Armageddon

3.- Germany: Be warned!
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Bicausalism

Armor, a commenter in another thread, said:

“The way you use the word monocausalist reminds me of how
Hunter Wallace liked to divide the white nationalist scene
between the vanguardists and the mainstreamers.”

It’s because, perhaps, I have not been clear enough:

1.- Monocausalists – Most of the commenters at Age of
Treason, and people like Dave Duke whom I deeply respect. These
people believe that there’s but one cause of our woes: the
subversive Jews. For instance, Tanstaafl here, in late Summer
2007, quotes himself:

Isn’t it absurd that anyone would even think to blame
Christianity or WASPs for the rise of PC and its catastrophic
consequences? Isn’t this in fact a reversal of the truth? Hasn’t
the rise and spread of PC eroded the power of Christianity,
WASPs, and whites in general? Blaming them is in effect
blaming the victim.

Yes, there are Christians, WASPs, and whites who have fallen for
the PC brainwashing. Yes, there are some who have taken it so
deeply to heart that they work to expand and protect it. That’s
the nature of PC. That is its purpose. To control the minds of the
people it seeks to destroy. The left, at its root, is all about
destruction.

You don’t have to be an anti-Semite to notice where these ideas
originate from and who benefits. But you do have to violate PC
to say: Jews.

For strict monocausalists, “there is nothing wrong with whites.”

2.- Bicausalists Type A – Those who, like Greg Johnson, Alex
Linder and some commenters at Linder’s VNN Forum, believe
that Jews are the primary cause of our woes, though there are
other important factors as well. Unlike Tanstaafl, these
bicausalists also blame our parents’ religion. For instance,
Johnson recently commented against Christianity at Counter
Currents and last Saturday Linder briefly discussed with Carolyn
Yeager the role of Christianity in debilitating the Aryan mind
when dealing with the subversive tribe.

3.- Bicausalists Type B – Those who, like Tom Sunic, Manu
Rodríguez and I believe that there’s something seriously wrong
with us, extremely wrong actually. Whites’ mental issues (which
include a Calvinist type of Old Testament Christianity that
conquered North America) are the primary infection, and the
Judaization of the West, a secondary infection (like AIDS /
pneumonia, etc).

A popular image to visualize this later type of bicausalism would
be through the archetype of Isildur, a character of Tolkien’s Lord
of the Rings.

Armor said:

“Now of course, if White people were naturally as aggressive and
prone to violence as the Arabs, their society would be harder to
penetrate for the Jews…”

But ethnically we were even more aggressive and prone to violence
than the Arabs (who became sand-niggers with time). I trust you
have read my controversial entry on Portugal, where several of my
sources agreed on the fact that in the first centuries of our era the
Iberian Goths burned at the stake their fellow Aryans that dared to
mix their precious blood.

Pace Duke, James Edwards, Yeager and so many white nationalist
Christians who have been saying “Happy Easter” in the white
blogosphere these days, Christianity changed all that, and not only
in Iberia: something that they’ll never acknowledge.

We need a new generation of nationalists who, unlike the
conservative Spaniards of today (whom I find intolerable by the
way) or of yesterday (silly burners of heretics instead of
dispatching the miscegenators) leave universal Christianity
behind.

(This entry was expanded on April 27)
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Twelve must reads
How could I have forgotten Irmin Vinson’s book
in my lists (see e.g., here)? Perhaps because I only
have read Vinson online, including all the articles
eventually gathered by Counter-Currents
Publishing for a book.

Now there are twelve books of my must-reads,
including also Roger Devlin’s already published

articles in scholarly journals that merit a single cover.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
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National Socialist friendly
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of primary NS sources).
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La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 
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For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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